It Might Be TodaY
ET IS COMING
Every Sunday we present a prophecy update. We show how
news and trends in the world corroborate centuries-old
prophecies you read in the Bible.
Every now and then there is significant news about the probability
of humans encountering alien life. It is significant in Bible
prophecy because the Bible predicts a great end times deception
that will turn men's hearts away from God.
On October 18 the Huffington Post published a story titled, More
Believe In Space Aliens Than In God According To U.K. Survey.
Excerpts:
More than 33 million U.K. citizens believe in extraterrestrial life,
compared to just over 27 million - less than half the country - who
believe in God.
That's the result of an online survey of 1,359 adults who were
asked a variety of questions ranging from belief in alien visits to
Earth, suspicions of UFO cover-ups, belief in extraterrestrials vs.
belief in God, and whether or not men actually landed on the
moon.
The survey, conducted by Opinion Matters, revealed the following
statistics among those surveyed:
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• 52 percent believe UFO evidence has been covered up
because widespread knowledge of their existence would
threaten government stability.
• 44 percent believe in God.
• One in 10 people has reported seeing a UFO.
• A quarter more men than women claim to have seen UFOs.
• 20 percent of respondents believe UFOs have landed on Earth.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/10/15/alien-believers-outnumber-god_n_1968259.html

A month earlier in the Huffington Post filmmaker Dan Mack said,
I am aware of only three attempts to scientifically gauge what
percentage of astronomers see UFOs. Two show that not only do
astronomers see UFOs in America, but many are afraid to report
their sightings because they fear professional and public ridicule.
The final source indicates that astronomers see UFOs at a
dramatically greater rate than the general population.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dan-mack/astronomers-ufo_b_1901480.html?view=print&comm_ref=false

Why does any of this interest us as students of Bible prophecy?
According to Christian researcher Don Koenig (and I quote),
The scriptures tell us that in the last days God will allow a great
deception to take place. This deception may be one delivered by
beings some people call aliens from outer space. It is no
coincidence that there is common pagan theological agreement
among those in the occult, those in the new age movement and
those that believe that we are being visited by aliens from outer
space.
The Bible specifically warns us that, in the last days, demonic
deceptions will increase. Almost everything attributed to UFO’s
can be explained by demonic activity preparing the world for this
great end-times deception.
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Author Lynn Catoe writes,
A large part of the available UFO literature is closely linked with
mysticism and the metaphysical. It deals with subjects like mental
telepathy, automatic writing and invisible entities as well as
phenomena like poltergeist [ghost] manifestation and
'possession.' Many of the UFO reports now being published in the
popular press recount alleged incidents that are strikingly similar
to demonic possession and psychic phenomena.
UFO's are 'real,' but they aren't what folks think. They are
demonic and are part of the great end times deception predicted
in the Bible. The prevalence of UFO reports, and the belief in
them, is evidence we are in those days.
Are you ready for the rapture? If not, get ready, stay ready, and
keep looking up. Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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